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Kuwait’s ‘Heart of Culture’ initiative
leads to cultural alliance: Italian official

KUWAIT: Colorful display of Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Center’s fountain. — Photo by Saleh Al-Jufairah (KUNA)

Kuwaiti art exhibition hosted at cultural festival in Venice 
VENICE, Italy: Representative of the Venice Mayor Paola
Mar said yesterday that the ‘Heart of Culture’ art exhibition
held by Kuwait’s Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Cultural Center
would lead to a cultural alliance between Italy and Kuwait.
Mar said that Venice warmly welcomes and hosts this exhi-
bition, given that it has always been a center point for diplo-
macy, commerce and culture. She said that the gala that was
held by Kuwait’s Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Cultural Center,
and attended by Kuwait’s Consul General in Milan and
Northern Italy Abdulnaser Bokhador, is considered the first
initiative between the two countries in this field.

Mar affirmed that this event shows the keenness of both
countries to meet and communicate culturally, expressing
her happiness towards Kuwait’s choice in taking Venice as
a cultural meeting point for such a cultural event. This ini-
tiative would pave the way for an Italian-Kuwaiti cultural
alliance and would even result in a cultural exchange
between Venice, including its museums, and Kuwait.
Meanwhile, Veneto Regional Government Director for
International Policies and Co-operation Diego Vecchiato
spoke highly of the ‘Heart of Culture’ initiative and exhibi-
tion as a significant event held in the historical city of
Venice. He added that the traditions of the people of

Veneto with Venice being its capital, stem from their trade
and cultural exchange with others.

High turnout
The event, which coincides with the 2019 International

Art Fair in Venice, witnessed a high turnout of artists, crit-
ics, intellectuals, and art enthusiasts from around the
world. Marwa Al-Shalaan, the Kuwaiti event’s supervisor,
said the exhibition highlights her country’s varied artistic
and cultural works. This key platform enhances opportuni-
ties for Kuwait’s creative individuals to benefit from the
expertise and knowledge of Italian artists and art experts,
she added. The first phase of the exhibition, which runs
until August, includes the artworks of Zahra Marwan,
Amani Al-Thuwaini and Mahmoud Shaker.

While the second, held between September and
November, will be allocated to Ahmad Moqim, Khaled Al-
Najdi and Nasser Behbehani. Marwan’s works focused on
her unique observations of social injustice adorned by the
characteristics of Kuwaiti tradition. Meanwhile, Shaker
used his authorship skills to shed light on people’s person-
al interests, delving into their emotions through different
illustration techniques. — KUNA Paola Mar Diego Vecchiato

KUWAIT: The Ambassador of the Russian Federation to Kuwait Nikolay Makarov hosted a reception on the occasion of his country’s national day at the embassy over the weekend. Higher officials, diplomats, media persons and a
cross section of the Russian community attended the event.  — Photos by Joseph Shagra


